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Abstract 

The vector manifestation (VM) is a new pattern for realizing the chiral symmetry in 
QCD. In the VM， the massless vector m併のnbecom凹 thechiral partner of pion at the 
critical point， in contrast with the restoration ba刊のdon the linear sigm九 mod札 lnclud-
ing the intrinsic t判 nperaturedep明日deneesof the param目ersof the HLS Lagraugi削 l

determined f印 刷 theunderlyir出 QCDthrough凶eWilsonian m叫 chingtogether with 
the hadronic thermal corrections， we present a new prediction of the VM on the direct 
photon-1T-1T coupling which measures the validity of the vector dominance (VD) of the 
electromagnetic form factor of the pion. We find that the VD is largely violated at the 
critical temperature， which indicates that the assumption of the VD made in several 
analysis on the dilepton spectra in hot matter may need to be weakened for consistently 
including the effect of the dropping mass of the vector meson. 

1 1阻troductio阻

Spontaneous chiral symmetry breaking is one of the important features in low-energy QCD. 
This symm仰 ybreaki昭 isexpeetedωbe rest川 edin hot and/or dense QCD and properties 
of hadrons will be changed near the critical temperature of the chiral symmetry restoration 
[2， 3， 4， 5， 6， 7， 8]. The CERN Super Proton Synchrotron (SPS) observed an enhancement 
of dielectron (e+ e一)m出 sspectra below the p/ωresonance. This can be explained by the 
dropping mass of the ρmeson (see， e.g.， Refs. [9， 4， 7]) following七heBrown-Rho scaling 
proposed in Ref. [10]. Further the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) has started to 
measure several physical processes in hot matter which include the dilepton energy spectra. 

Therefore it is interesting to study the vector meson mass including the αII possible thermal 
effects， which is one of the important quantities in the chiral phase transition. 

For studying the vector meson mass in hot matter， it is convenient to use a model 
including the vector meson in a manner consistent with the chiral symmetry. One of such 

models is the model based on the hidden local symmetry (HLS) which successfully describes 

the systems including the pions and vector mesons at zero temperature [11， 12， 13]. In the 
framework of HLS， the vector meson is introduced as the gauge boson into the system and 
acquires its mass through the Higgs mechanism. Based' on the chiral perturbation theory 

(ChPT) with HLS， the Wilsonian matching was proposed [14]. This is a manner which 
determines the parameters of the HLS Lagrangian from the underlying QCD at the matching 

scale A. Recently in Ref. [15]， by using the Wilsonian matching， the vector manifestation 

*Talk given at Fifth Symposium on "Science of Hadrons under Extreme Conditions"， March 18・.20，2003，
JAERI， Ibaraki， Japan. This talk is based on the work in Ref. [1]. 
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(VM) was proposAd凶 anovel manifestation of the chiral symmetry in the Wigner realization， 
in which the chiral symmetry is restored by the massless degenerate pion (and its 日avor
partners) and vector meson (and its fiavor part附 s)as the chiral partner. (For a review of 
the ChPT with HLS， the Wilsonian matching and VMぢ seeRef. [13].) 

In Ref. [16]， we extended the Wilsonian matching to the one at non-zero temperature 
and showed that the VM actually occurs at the critical temperature of the chiral symmetry 
restoration. There， the intrinsic temperature dependences of the parameters of the HLS 
La宮rangianplay the essential roles to realize the chiral symmetry restoration consistently: In 
the framework ofthe HLS the equality between the axial-vector and vector current correlators 
at critical point can be satisfIed only if the intrinsic thermal effi明 tsare included. Since the 
VM is a new picture whieh出 alizesthe dropping ma内向。f七he刊付;01'meson suけ1as the one 
predicted by the BroWIト玩hoscali時 [10]， it is important to study whatむheVM predicts on 
the properties of the pion and vector mesons in hot matter. 

In this talk， we shed a light on the validity of the vector dominance (VD) in hot matter. 
In several analyses such as the one on the dilepton spectra in hot matter done in Ref [7]， 
the VD is assumed to be held even in the high temperature region. However， the analysis in 
Ref. [17]， which shows that the thermal vector meson mass goes up if the VD holds， seems 
to imply that the assumption of the VD excludes the possibility of the dropping mass of the 
ve凶ormeson from the beginning. 111 the present analysis， we present a new prediction of 
the VM in hot matter on the direct photon-7rー7rcoupling which measures the validity of the 
VD of the electromagnetic form factor of the pion. We find that the VM predicts the large 
violation 01 the VD αt the criticα1 temperatu陀 [1].This indicates th剖 theassumption of the 
VD may need to be weakened， a剖tleast i加nsom伶訓

of the dropping m正鮒L紛9おοぱfち出h肘舵 γ刊ec川川.守叫t川，0削)r削 e梢州前削on. . 

2 Hidden Local Symmetry 

In this section， we briefly review the model based on the hidden local symmetry (HLS). 
The HLS model is based on the GglobaI X Hlocal symmetry， where G = SU(Nf h x SU(Nf)R 

is the chiral symmetry and H コ SU(Nf)vis the HLS. The basic quantities are the HLS 
gauge boson Vp. and two matrix valued variablesごdx)and CR(X) which transform as 

ごL，R(X) → Ç~，R(X) = h(X)CL，R(X)gl，R ， (1) 

where h(x)εHlocaI and gL，R E [SU(Nf )L，R]gIobaI. These variables are parameterized as 

ごL，R(X)= eiσ(x)/F:σe干何(x)/F7r (2) 

where π=7rα九denotesthe pseudoscalar N ambu-Goldstone bosons associated with the spon目

taneous symmetry breaking of G gIobaI chiral symmetry， and σ=σaTa denotes the Nambu-
Goldstone bosons associated with the spontaneous breaking of Hlocalo This σis absorbed into 
the HLS gauge boson through the Higgs mechanism， and then the vector meson acquires its 
mass. F7r and F.σare the decay constants of the associated particles. The phenomenologically 
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important parameter αis defined as 
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DμごL

DμCR 

θμごL-~九ごL + iCLん，
θμCR -i九CR+ iCR冗μ， (4) 

where九isthe gauge五eldof H10叫 and乙μand冗μarethe external gauge fields introduced 
by gauging G global symmetry. 

The HLS Lagrangian with lowest derivative terms at the chir出 limitis given by [11， 12] 

ιL= 凡仇刷2九b矧t廿叫r[&J..IL&δ

where 9 is the HL凶J8gauge coupling， VIL1ノ isthe field strength of 九and

(5) 

αf 去[DlLcR.c1 -DμCL' c1] ， 

よ[DlLcR. c1 + D吋L'c1] (6) ~.μ 

'-<11 

Expanding七heLagrangian (5) in terms ofむheπ 五eldwith taking the unitary gauge of the 
HL8 (σ= 0)， we find the expressions for the mass of vector meson Mp，ρππcou pling 9 p7r7r' 

ρ-， mixing strengthれ anddirect "(1f'7i coupling g"(1r1f・Especiallyg"(ππcoupling constant is 
expressed as 
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(7) 

By taking the parameter choice α= 2， the HL8 reproduces the following phenomenological 
facts [11]:伽宵=9 (universality of theρcoupling) [18]; M/ 工 29~1r1rF1r2 (the K8RF relation， 
version II) [19]; 9"(何 o(vector dominance of the electromagnetic form factor of the 
pion) [18]. Note th叫inframework of the HL8 model， the vector dominance (VD) is satisfied 
by the choice α= 2. 

In the HL8 model it is possible to perform the derivative expansion systematically [20， 
21， 13]. In this ChPT with HL8 the vector meson mass is considered as small compared with 
the chiral symmetry breaking scale Ax， by assigning O(p) to the HL8 gauge coupling [20， 21]: 

9 rv O(p). (8) 

For details of the ChPT with HL8， see Ref. [13]. 

3 Wilso阻ia阻 Matchi阻gi阻 HotMatter 

When we naively extended a result obtained in the low temperature region to the higher 
temperature region， the axial-vector and vector current correlators do not agree with each 
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other at the critical temperature. Disagreement between these current correlators is obvi-
ously inconsistent with the chiral symmetry restoration in QCD. However the parameters of 
the HLS Lagrangian should be determined by the underlying QCD. Thus it is natural that 
these parameters are dependent on temperature. In Ref. [16] the Wilsonian matching， which 
was originally proposed at T = 0 [14]， was extended to non-zero temperature and it was 
shown that the parameters of the HLS Lagrangian have the intrinsic temperature deperト
de町 es.Further in Ref. [22]， it was shown that the e旺'ectsof Lorentz symmetry violation at 
bare level are small through the Wilsonian matching at non-zero temperature. As is stressed 
in Ref. [16]， the disagre印 刷 む betweenthe axial-vector and vector current correlators山 en-
tioned above is cured by including the intrinsic temperature dependences of the parameters 
of the HLS Lagrangian. 

The Wilso凶anmatching proposed in Ref [14] is done by matching the axial-vector and 
vector current correlators derived from the HLS with those by the operator product expansion 

(OPE) in QCD at the matchi時 scaleA. In Refs. [16， 22]， this matching scheme was extended 
to the one at non-zero temperature. Since the Lorentz symmetry breaking effect in the 

bare pion decay constant is small， F;，bare F:，bare [22]， it is a good approximation that 
we determine the bare pion decay constant at non-zero temperature through the matching 
condition at zero temperature with putting possible temperature dependences on the gluonic 
and quark condensa七es[16， 22]: 

F;(A; T) 1 rαs  ， 27r2 (邑GJ.LvGJ.LV)r， _31408αs (ijq法1
一一一一=一一士 11+~+ 一一 π + 7r"'="::'::一一一一一土|

A2 8π孟Lπ3 A4 27 A6 
(9) 

Through this condition the temperature dependences of 七hequark and gluonic condensates 
determine the intrinsic temperature depende恥 esof the bare parameter凡(A;T)， which iおS 

t出he印nc∞on肝ve叫r吋te吋dinto those 0吋fthe on-shell p仰arm剖I凶I削l

RGEs. 
Now we consider the Wilsonian matching near the critical temperature with assuming 

that the quark condensate becomes zero for T →九 Aswas discussed in Ref. [22， 1]， we 
can use the Lorentz invariant Lagrangian at bare level as long as we study the pion decay 
constant and validity of VD. Then we start from the Lorentz invariant bare Lagrangian 
even in hot matter. The agreement between the current correlators， which characterizes the 
chiral symmetry restoraio~ ， G~HLS) = G~LS) is制 isfiedonly if the following conditions are 

met [16]: 

g(A; T) T-:!Jc 0， 

α(A; T) Tゴ1. 、、.，，，nu 
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N ote that (g，α) = (0，1) is the fixed point of RGEs for 9 and α[14]. This implies that the 
parameter Mp goes to zero for T →丸:

T→T Mp→c o. 、、‘，，，
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Including the hadronic thermal effects as well as quantum corrections through the RGEs， 
we obtain七hephysical quantities. Near the critical temperature， we find that the pole mass 
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of the vector meson is the form 

m~(T) ~ M;[l + 6(had) (T)]， (12) 

where the hadronic correction is obtained as 

15 -α2 1 _" 
6(hM)(T)=Nf-T石τ万T:t.>0. (13) 

i.e.， the hadronic thermal effect gives a positive correction near Tc. However the pole mass 
mp goes to zero by vanishing parameter Mρat the critical temperature and the vector 
manifestation (VM) of chiral symmetry is realized [16]. 

4 Vector Ma阻ifes色atio阻 ofChiral Sym臨 etry

The VM is highly in contrast with the standard chiral symmetry restoration based on the 
linear sigma model. In order to clarify this difference， we consider the multiplet structure. 
In the broken phase， the chiral representation does not agree with the mass eigenstate and 
there exists a mixing. Then the scalar， pseudoscalar， vector and axial-vector mesons belong 
to the following representations for Nf = 3 respectively: 

18) = 1(3，3*)ED(3*，3))， 

|π) ニ 1(3，3*)ED (3*，3)) sinψ+ 1(1，8) ED (8，1)) cosψ， 

|ρ) = 1(1，8) ED (8，1))， 

IA1) = 1(3，3*) ED (3ぺ3))cosψ-1(1，8) ED (8， 1)) sinψ， (14) 

where ψdenotes the mixing angle and is given by ψ竺 450 [23， 24]. 
Now we consider the chiral symmetry restoration， where it is expected that the above 

mixing disappears. There are two possibilities of chiral symmetry rea1ization. One possible 
pattern is the case cosψ →o for T→Tc. In this c回 e，the pion belongs to 1(3，3*) ED (3*，3)) 
and becomes the chiral partner of the開 a}armeson. The vector and axial-vector m明 ons
are in the same multiplet 1(1，8) ED (8，1)). This is of course the standard scenario of chiral 
symmetry restoration. Another possibility is the case sinゆ→ ofor T→Tc [15]. In this 
case， the pion belongs to purely 1(1，8) ED (8， 1)) and so its chiral partner is the vector meson: 

|π) = 1(1，8) ED (8，1))， 

|ρ) = 1 (1，8) ED (8，1)) for sinψ→O. 、、.，，，，
w
h
u
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The scalar meson joins with the axial-vector meson in the same representation 1 (3，3*) ED 
(3ぺ3)).This is nothing but the VM of chiral symmetry. 

5 Violatio口 ofthe Vector Domi阻ance

As we mentioned in introduction， in Ref. [1]， we studied the validity of the vector dominance 
(VD) which describes the phenomena .in low energy region very well. At non-z~ro temper-
ature there exists the hadronic thermal correction to七heparameters. Thus it is nontrivial 
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whether or not the VD is realized in hot matter， especially near the critical temperature. 
Here we will show that the intrinsic temperature dependences of the parameters of the HLS 
Lagrangian play essential roles， and then the VD is largely violated near the critical temper-
ature. 

We first mention the direct γππinteraction at zero temperature. At the leading order 
of the derivative expansion in the HLS， we can read the form of the direct γππinteraction 
from Eq. (5)剖

月間附 =e(q-W(1-;)， (16) 

where e is the electromagnetic coupling constant and q and k denote outgoing momenta of 
the pions. As we have mentioned in section 2， for the parameter choice α= 2 the directγ7f7f 

coupling vanishes， which leads to the vector dominance of the electromagnetic form factor 
of the pion. 

Next we evaluate the γ7f7f coupling including quantum corrections as well as hadronic 
thermal effects. We obtained the parameters at(T) and aS(T) which are the extension of the 
parameter αin hot matter， in low temperature region (T ~ Mp) as follows: 

at(T)げ (T)吋 (0)[1 +引1一品)F;ra~ T)] ， 、(17)

where αis the parameter renormalized at the scale μ=M.ρ， while α(0) is the parameter 
defined from the γππinteraction at one-loop order. By using F1I"(0) = 86.4 MeV，α(0) ~ 2.31 
and α(Mp) = 1.38 obtained through the Wilsonian matching for (AQCD ， A) = (0.4， 1.1) GeV 
and Nf = 3 [13]， at and aS in Eq. (17) are evaluated as 

at(T)げ (T)~α(0) r1 +0.066 ("，A~_H)21 
|¥50MeVJ I 

(18) 

This implies that the parameters αt and aS increase with temperature in the low temperature 
region. However， since the correction is small， we conclude that the VD is still satisfied in 
the low temperature region. 

When we consider the situation near the critical temperature， the intrinsic thermal effects 
are important. From the VM conditions in hot matter (10)， the parameters (g，α) approach 
(0，1) for T→丸 by'theintrinsic temperature dependences. Taking the limit T→Tc， we 
find that 

αt(T)， aS(T) T二ずc1 . (19) 

This implies that the vector dominance is largely violated near the critical temperature. 

6 Summary 

In the picture based on the vector manifestation (VM)， we presented a new prediction asso-
ciated with the validity of vector dominance (VD) in hot matter [~]. In the HLS model at 
zero temperature， the Wilsonian matching predicts α~ 2 [14， 13] which guarantees the VD 
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of the electromagnetic form factor of the pion. Even at non-zero temperature，七hisisγalid 
as long as we consider the thermal effects in the low temperatu're region， where the intrinsic 
temperature dependences are negligible. However the situation is changed when we consider 
the validity of the VD in higher temperature region. We showed that，αsα consequence 01 
including the intrinsic effect， the VD is largely violαtedαt the critical temperature. In gen-
eral， full temperature dependences include both hadronic and intrinsic thermal effects. Then 
there exist the violations of VD and universality of the p-coupling at generic temperature， 
although at low temperature the VD and universality are approximately satisfied. 

In several a凶印刷 suchas the one on the dilepton spectra in hot matter done in Ref [7]， 
the VD is制尚umedto be held even in the high temperature region. We should note that the 
analysis in玩ef.[17] shows that， if the VD holds， tl凶 thermalvector meson mass goes up. 
Then the a::;sumption of the VD， from the begiuuing， seems to exclude the po出 ibilityof the 
dropping mass of the vector meson such as the one predicted by the Brown-Rho scaling [10]. 
Our result， which is consistent with the result in Ref. [17] in some sense， indicates七hatthe 
assumption of the VD may need to be weakened， at least in some amounts， for consistently 
including the effect of the dropping mass of the vector meson into the analysis. 
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